
 

We apologize for recent shipping delays 
Many of you, our valued customers, have contacted us about longer than usual delivery times for your gear.  We are sending 
this email because the volume and intensity of your calls and emails deserves a more robust response from us. 

2021 has proven to be our most challenging year ever in meeting our commitment to our clubs.  Unprecedented factory 
closures, labor shortages and logistic and delivery interruptions out of our control, have delayed the delivery of our goods from 
our manufacturers.  Soccer Master booked and committed to these goods in November of 2020 for delivery in May and June of 
2022.  Many of those items have yet to be delivered. 

Here are a number of the steps we’ve taken to minimize the impact on your orders:   
•        Our owners are in contact daily with Nike, Adidas, Puma and all other brand partners to get backordered or delayed 

product to our facilities ASAP.   
•        All of our Soccer Master employees - including our owners, leadership team, managers and supervisors - are working to 

process your orders. We have also brought in experienced contract workers to increase our capacity. 
•        Based on these challenges, Soccer Master has prioritized orders placed prior to your club’s deadline.   
•        We have been processing and shipping partial orders throughout the summer to ensure that you receive any merchandise 

that we’ve received. 
 
Unfortunately, there are some key factors that we cannot control or significantly influence: 

•        Major factories in the global supply chain were closed for so long that they have not been able to catch up with demand. 
As a result, your pre-embellished uniforms are arriving at our facility several months behind promised delivery dates and 
almost always in multiple deliveries, sometimes as many as 40 deliveries per order.  This is significantly hampering the 
speed with which we can customize and process your uniforms.  

•        Multiple inbound deliveries and multiple outbound shipments throughout the industry are causing shipping congestion 
from carriers like FedEx, UPS and the USPS. This is straining their processing and delivery times. They are also short on 
drivers, making matters even worse. 

We understand your frustration around these delays, and we share in those frustrations. Soccer Master family members also 
have youngsters waiting on their gear, so we get it.  It’s hard for us to explain to you, and we know it’s even harder for you to 
explain to your player.  Rest assured that we have communicated the challenges to your club, so they are aware of the issues and 
potential delays you may have on receiving your order. 

Our Customer Service team is doing all they can to answer calls as quickly as possible, but because of the high volume of calls, you 
may need to leave us a voicemail. Please only call once if you need to speak with us on the phone and know that we’ve received 
your message and will respond as soon as possible.  We can respond to 3 emails for every phone call we receive.  So, we ask that 
you email your questions/concerns to our Customer Service Department whose email can be found on your order confirmation. 
Finally, we ask you to be courteous and respectful to our staff, knowing that we are all doing everything in our power to serve 
you. 

We apologize for the delays you may have experienced, and on behalf of the entire Soccer Master family, we sincerely thank you 
for your understanding and for your support as we navigate these unprecedented challenges together.   

Sincerely,  

         David J. Brcic 
         President 
         Soccer Master/SoccerPro 


